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Calpipe’s Twist-Up Bollard allows for quick installation and very little maintenance...

CALPIPE SECURITY BOLLARDS™ INTRODUCES NEW K12/M50 RATED
ROTATING DESIGN
DOWNEY, CA (November 19, 2013) – Calpipe Security Bollards™, a leading U.S.
manufacturer of security bollards, introduces its new Twist-Up Bollard design, which is a
K12/M50 rated bollard that rotates into position with a hand drill. The affordable Twist-Up
bollard requires little to no maintenance aside from occasional cleaning and can be implemented
within a number of structural schemes and layouts. When placed in a foundation with a widened
base and greater length, the Twist-Up Bollard maximizes the potential for impact protection,
without sacrificing ease of installation. New rotatable, screw-in or twist designs are becoming
more commonplace around university and public buildings, as they provide stronger safety
ratings but can be removed in case of emergency.
“After decades of experience, Calpipe designed the Twist-Up Bollard to provide security and
foundational bollard solutions for a myriad of indoor and outdoor applications,” said Joe
Pederson, VP of Sales & Marketing. “When cost and performance are equal concerns for a
customer’s project, the Twist-Up Bollard enables new design options without sacrificing value or
quality.”
Calpipe’s broad variety of K12/M50 rated bollards allow for flexibility in architectural designs
where security is of the utmost importance. The Twist-Up Bollard, like Calpipe’s other
retractable varieties, needs only minimal maintenance and occasional cleaning, making this
bollard an ideal option and the preferred choice in large perimeter security projects.

For more information, visit www.calpipebollards.com; Email j.pederson@calpipe.com or call
877- 283-8518.
About Calpipe Security Bollards:
Calpipe Security Bollards, headquartered in Downey, Calif., is a division of Calpipe Industries,
Inc. and specializes in fixed, removable, and retractable bollards made from carbon and stainless
steel. For more information about Calpipe Security Bollards, visit our website at
www.calpipebollards.com.
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